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Summary
Background The Model for End-stage Liver Disease (MELD) and its sodium-corrected variant (MELD-Na) have created 
gender disparities in accessing liver transplantation. We aimed to derive and validate the Gender-Equity Model for 
liver Allocation (GEMA) and its sodium-corrected variant (GEMA-Na) to amend such inequities.

Methods In this cohort study, the GEMA models were derived by replacing creatinine with the Royal Free Hospital 
glomerular filtration rate (RFH-GFR) within the MELD and MELD-Na formulas, with re-fitting and re-weighting of 
each component. The new models were trained and internally validated in adults listed for liver transplantation in the 
UK (2010–20; UK Transplant Registry) using generalised additive multivariable Cox regression, and externally 
validated in an Australian cohort (1998–2020; Royal Prince Alfred Hospital [Australian National Liver Transplant Unit] 
and Austin Hospital [Victorian Liver Transplant Unit]). The study comprised 9320 patients: 5762 patients for model 
training, 1920 patients for internal validation, and 1638 patients for external validation. The primary outcome was 
mortality or delisting due to clinical deterioration within the first 90 days from listing. Discrimination was assessed 
by Harrell’s concordance statistic.

Findings 449 (5·8%) of 7682 patients in the UK cohort and 87 (5·3%) of 1638 patients in the Australian cohort died 
or were delisted because of clinical deterioration within 90 days. GEMA showed improved discrimination in 
predicting mortality or delisting due to clinical deterioration within the first 90 days after waiting list inclusion 
compared with MELD (Harrell’s concordance statistic 0·752 [95% CI 0·700–0·804] vs 0·712 [0·656–0·769]; 
p=0·001 in the internal validation group and 0·761 [0·703–0·819] vs 0·739 [0·682–0·796]; p=0·036 in the external 
validation group), and GEMA-Na showed improved discrimination compared with MELD-Na (0·766 [0·715–0·818] 
vs 0·742 [0·686–0·797]; p=0·0058 in the internal validation group and 0·774 [0·720–0·827] vs 0·745 [0·690–0·800]; 
p=0·014 in the external validation group). The discrimination capacity of GEMA-Na was higher in women than in 
the overall population, both in the internal (0·802 [0·716–0·888]) and external validation cohorts (0·796 
[0·698–0·895]). In the pooled validation cohorts, GEMA resulted in a score change of at least 2 points compared 
with MELD in 1878 (52·8%) of 3558 patients (25·0% upgraded and 27·8% downgraded). GEMA-Na resulted in a 
score change of at least 2 points compared with MELD-Na in 1836 (51·6%) of 3558 patients (32·3% upgraded and 
19·3% downgraded). In the whole cohort, 3725 patients received a transplant within 90 days of being listed. Of 
these patients, 586 (15·7%) would have been differently prioritised by GEMA compared with MELD; 468 (12·6%) 
patients would have been differently prioritised by GEMA-Na compared with MELD-Na. One in 15 deaths could 
potentially be avoided by using GEMA instead of MELD and one in 21 deaths could potentially be avoided by using 
GEMA-Na instead of MELD-Na.

Interpretation GEMA and GEMA-Na showed improved discrimination and a significant re-classification benefit 
compared with existing scores, with consistent results in an external validation cohort. Their implementation could 
save a clinically meaningful number of lives, particularly among women, and could amend current gender inequities 
in accessing liver transplantation.

Funding Junta de Andalucía and EDRF.

Copyright © 2022 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an Open Access article under the CC BY-NC-ND 
license.

Introduction 
Liver organ allocation in most organ sharing networks is 
based on the principle of urgency, in which the sickest 
patients are granted highest priority to prevent mortality 
within the waiting list. The Model for End-stage Liver 

Disease (MELD) incorporating serum sodium 
(MELD-Na)1 is used for deceased donor waiting list 
prioritisation worldwide.2 The MELD-Na score comprises 
four parameters: serum creatinine, total serum bilirubin, 
international normalised ratio (INR), and serum sodium. 

http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/S2468-1253(22)00354-5&domain=pdf
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The weighting of serum creatinine within MELD-Na 
makes the model vulnerable to external factors, 
particularly body muscle mass, thus penalising patients 
with malnutrition and sarcopenia,3 which are features 
strongly associated with worse outcomes among 
individuals with cirrhosis.4 A report from the United 
Network for Organ Sharing database that included 
44 388 patients consecutively enlisted for liver 
transplantation found increased mortality rates or 
delisting due to clinical worsening in women as 
compared with men.5 Indeed, the odds of death or 
delisting were 30% higher in women compared with 
men after the implementation of the MELD score.6 This 
gender imbalance could be explained by lower serum 
creatinine concentrations in women than men, which do 
not reflect their true renal function and result in a 
systematically lower calculated MELD-Na score.5,7,8

To correct the gender imbalance for accessing liver 
transplantation, serum creatinine should ideally be 
replaced in the MELD-Na formula by a more accurate 
measure of renal function. We have developed and 
validated a formula for estimating cirrhosis-specific 
glomerular filtration rate (the Royal Free Hospital 
[RFH]-GFR) in a cohort of patients with cirrhosis, which 
includes a gender correction, and is more accurate 
compared with existing glomerular filtration rate 
formulae.9 However, the inclusion of RFH-GFR in liver 
transplantation allocation models has not yet been 
examined.

We aimed to design and externally validate a new 
score, the Gender-Equity Model for liver Allocation 
(GEMA), through the replacement of serum creatinine 
by RFH-GFR within the MELD and MELD-Na equations, 
and re-fitting their components, and to explore if the 
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Research in context

Evidence before this study
The Model for End-stage Liver Disease (MELD) was first 
adopted in the USA in 2002 and spread rapidly to other 
countries and organ allocation systems. In 2008, an update of 
the MELD score was implemented by correcting for serum 
sodium (MELD-Na). These models, based on the principle of 
urgency, allowed a reduction of waiting list mortality rates 
among liver transplant candidates. However, gender 
disparities became evident; the likelihood of death or 
delisting in women compared with men after the 
implementation of the MELD score were as high as 30%. We 
searched MEDLINE, Embase, and Science Citation Index 
databases for studies published from Jan 1, 2008, to 
Dec 31, 2021, evaluating recipient-based allocation systems 
specifically oriented to amend gender disparities for accessing 
liver transplantation. We used different combinations of the 
following keywords or equivalent free-text terms, without 
language restrictions: (“gender” OR “sex” OR “women” OR 
“disparities”) AND (“waiting list”) AND (“liver 
transplantation”) AND (“MELD” OR “MELD-Na” OR 
“creatinine”). In addition, within the past 3 years, we hand-
searched literature reviews for additional relevant papers. We 
identified two different models: MELD-GRAIL, which replaced 
serum creatinine by glomerular filtration rate in liver disease 
using data from the USA Scientific Registry of Transplant 
Recipients (2014–15); and MELD 3.0, which added female sex 
and serum albumin to MELD-Na, without replacement of 
serum creatinine, using data from the USA Organ 
Procurement and Transplant Network (2016–18). Both 
models reported an improved discriminative capacity over 
MELD-Na, but with a modest increase in the Harrell’s 
concordance statistic (difference 0·01 for MELD-GRAIL and 
0·007 for MELD 3.0 vs MELD-Na). Neither model has been 
externally validated and most patients retained the same 
score when comparing with MELD-Na: only 16·7% of patients 
were reported to change prioritisation score with MELD-

GRAIL and 15·4% of patients were reported to change with 
MELD 3.0.

Added value of this study
In this study involving 9320 liver transplant candidates from 
two different countries (UK and Australia) and organ 
allocation systems, we derived and externally validated a new 
model that replaces serum creatinine with a validated 
formula for estimating cirrhosis-specific glomerular filtration 
rate in the MELD and MELD-Na equations, with re-fitting and 
re-weighting of the remaining model components. The 
Gender-Equity Model for liver Allocation (GEMA), and its 
sodium-corrected variant (GEMA-Na), showed improved 
discrimination compared with MELD, MELD-Na, and MELD 
3.0 to predict mortality or delisting due to clinical 
deterioration within the first 90 days after waiting list 
inclusion, both in men and women, but with a more 
pronounced benefit for women. GEMA would change the 
prioritisation status (with two or more points) in half of liver 
transplant candidates, providing extra prioritisation to 
women and to patients with ascites, which is another group 
historically penalised by the MELD-based prioritisation 
system. In particular, the implementation of GEMA-Na 
instead of MELD-Na could potentially avoid one in 19 deaths 
overall, and one in eight deaths among women. Importantly, 
to our knowledge, GEMA is the first prioritisation score for 
3-month survival in the transplant waiting list derived and 
validated outside the USA.

Implications of all the available evidence
GEMA showed improved discrimination and a significant 
re-classification benefit compared with existing scores, with 
consistent results in an external validation cohort. Its 
implementation could potentially save a clinically meaningful 
number of lives, particularly among women, and could amend 
the current gender inequities in accessing liver 
transplantation.
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implementation of GEMA could amend gender 
disparities for accessing liver transplantation.

Methods 
Study design and participants 
This cohort study was done following TRIPOD guidelines.10 
The derivation and internal validation cohort comprised 
adult patients consecutively registered for first elective 
liver transplantation on the UK Transplant Registry, held 
by the National Health Service (NHS) Blood and Transplant 
authority, between April 1, 2010, and March 31, 2020. The 
external validation cohort included patients enlisted for 
elective liver transplantation from the two largest 
Australian transplant units, namely Royal Prince Alfred 
Hospital (Australian National Liver Transplant Unit) and 
Austin Hospital (Victorian Liver Transplant Unit), from 
January 1, 1998, to December 31, 2020.

Paediatric patients aged younger than 17 years at 
registration, patients with acute liver failure, patients 
without cirrhosis listed with MELD exceptions, and 
candidates for re-transplantation or combined organ 
transplantation were excluded. The sample size 
calculation is in the appendix (p 1). This study was 
conducted according to the principles contained in the 
Declaration of Helsinki. The study protocol and data 
sharing were evaluated and approved by the NHS Blood 
and Transplant authority, and the Sydney Local Health 
District Human Research Ethics Committee.

Outcomes 
Patients were followed until transplantation, death, or 
withdrawal from the waiting list, whichever occurred first. 
The primary outcome of the study was mortality within the 
waiting list or delisting due to clinical worsening within 
the first 90 days from listing as a time dependent outcome. 
Patients were censored if they remained alive and active on 
the waiting list at 90 days or if they underwent 
transplantation or were excluded for reasons other than 
worsening before that timepoint. Censoring data are 
presented in the appendix (p 4).

Development of the GEMA models
To construct the GEMA models, the derivation cohort was 
randomly assigned (3:1) to training and internal validation 
datasets with a computer-generated number sequence, 
further stratified by the primary outcome risk. The GEMA 
models were designed within the training dataset after 
replacing serum creatinine by RFH-GFR9 in the original 
MELD formula (GEMA) and in the MELD-Na formula 
(GEMA-Na). The RFH-GFR was calculated at inclusion in 
the waiting list according to the original formula: 
45·9 × (creatinine–⁰·⁸³⁶) × (urea–⁰·²²⁹) × (INR–⁰·¹¹³) ×  
(age–⁰·¹²⁹) × (sodium⁰·⁹⁷²) × 0·809 (if female) × 0·92 (if 
moderate or severe ascites).

Ascites was considered moderate or severe if evident in 
physical examination according to established guidelines.11 
Smoothing splines were derived for each one of the 

variables of the GEMA models, using the function 
generalised additive models with integrated smoothness 
estimation (“gam”), from the “mgcv” package from R. As 
the expected relationship between continuous parameters 
and the primary outcome of the study was not linear in 
their upper and lower values, variables were capped where 
appropriate through visual inspection of the splines. The 
GEMA model was constructed by combining the three 
capped variables (bilirubin, INR, and RFH-GFR) into a 
generalised additive multivariable Cox regression model. 
This method was preferred over competing risk analysis, 
aligning with previous studies,12,13 as Cox regression is 
more suited for estimating survival in the absence of liver 
transplantation, whereas a competing risk method better 
estimates survival in the presence of a transplantation. The 
assumptions underlying Cox regression including 
proportional hazards are presented in the appendix (pp 2–3). 
All potential interactions among the covariates of GEMA 
were tested and kept only if they had a meaningful effect 
on discrimination. The 25th and 75th quartiles of GEMA 
were matched to fit the same range as the MELD score 
(ie, 6–40). The GEMA-Na model resulted after the addition 
of capped serum sodium as a correction variable of GEMA, 
similarly, as previously described for MELD-Na.1 All 
models were rounded to the nearest integer.

Performance of the GEMA models
The GEMA models were compared with the original 
MELD, MELD-Na, and MELD 3.0 scores1,12 in terms of 
discrimination, calibration, and re-classification14 for the 
primary outcome. Discrimination refers to the ability of 
the model to rank patients according to their risk of 
developing the primary outcome and was assessed by the 
Harrell’s concordance statistic. Harrell’s concordance 
statistics of the different models evaluated were 
compared using a one-shot non-parametric approach, 
which does not require resampling as described by Kang 
and colleagues.15 The Brier score (ie, mean squared error 
of predicted probabilities) was used to assess the overall 
accuracy of the predictions. Calibration and goodness-of-
fit refer to the capacity of the model to predict absolute 
risks in the whole spectrum of disease severity. 
Calibration was assessed by the goodness-of-fit after 
stratification of the population in deciles of risk as 
proposed by D’Agostino and Nam,16 merging groups to 
ensure a minimum of two events per group.

Linear and bar calibration plots were constructed to 
visually represent the agreement between predictions 
and observations in each group of risk. The 
re-classification rate was defined as the proportion of 
patients with a score change of at least 2 when 
comparing MELD versus GEMA, MELD-Na versus 
GEMA-Na, or MELD 3.0 versus GEMA-Na. Patients 
granted at least 2 extra points with the GEMA models 
were considered upgraded on the list, whereas patients 
with the same score reduction were considered to be 
downgraded.

See Online for appendix
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To calculate the number of potential lives saved, we 
first calculated the number of transplantations 
performed within 90 days in the whole cohort and 
considered this number equal to the number of available 
organs within this period. Subsequently, patients were 
ranked according to each prioritisation score evaluated 
and the cohort was stratified in patients who would have 
been prioritised by both models, and patients who 
would have been differently prioritised by either of 
them. The number of potential lives saved resulted 
from subtracting the number of patients reaching the 
primary outcome in the GEMA-prioritised group from 
the number of patients reaching the primary outcome 
in the MELD-prioritised group, divided by the total 
number of patients included.17 The threshold of p less 
than 0·05 was considered statistically significant. 
Analyses were performed by using R (version 4.1.2) and 
SPSS (version 27.0).

Role of the funding source 
The funder of the study had no role in the study design, 
data collection, data analysis, manuscript preparation, or 
in the decision to publish the study.

Results 
9320 patients were included—7682 patients from the UK 
Transplant Registry for model training and internal 
validation (derivation cohort), and 1638 patients from 
Australia (external validation cohort; table 1). Compared 
with the derivation cohort, the external validation cohort 
included a higher proportion of patients with hepatitis C, 
and lower prevalence of alcohol-related liver disease, 
non-alcoholic fatty liver disease or cryptogenic cirrhosis, 
and primary sclerosing cholangitis (table 1). Patients in 
the external validation cohort showed features of more 
advanced cirrhosis, including higher prevalence of 
moderate-to-severe ascites and increased MELD, 

Figure 1: Study profile
Outcomes within the waiting list in 7682 patients enlisted for liver 
transplantation in the UK Transplant Registry (derivation cohort; A), and in 
1638 patients from two Australian institutions (external validation cohort; B). 
Outcome statuses are shown at 90 days after registration and at database closure.

7682 patients assessed

198 removed
 52 improvement
 46 patient request or 
 non-compliance
 100 other

Primary outcome
 292 died
 157 removed for sickness

3231 transplanted

3804 active

828 removed
 376 improvement
 140 patient request or 
 non-compliance
 312 other

Primary outcome
 529 died
 430 removed for sickness

5895 transplanted

0 active

Status at 90 days after registration Final status in the waiting list

A

1638 patients assessed

17 removed
 12 improvement
 5 patient request or 
 non-compliance

Primary outcome
 54 died
 33 removed for sickness

494 transplanted

1040 active

98 removed
 68 improvement
 30 patient request or 
 non-compliance

Primary outcome
 112 died
 121 removed for sickness

1307 transplanted

0 active

Status at 90 days after registration Final status in the waiting list

B

Derivation Cohort 
(n=7682)

External validation 
cohort (n=1638)

p value

Age, years 53·22 (11·55) 53·52 (9·28) 0·27

Sex ·· ·· <0·0001

Men 5104 (66·4%) 1206 (73·6%) ··

Women 2578 (33·6%) 432 (26·4%) ··

Cause of liver disease

Alcohol 2783 (36·2%) 474 (28·9%) <0·0001

Hepatitis C 1242 (16·2%) 681 (41·6%) <0·0001

NAFLD or cryptogenic 1374 (17·9%) 203 (12·4%) <0·0001

Primary sclerosing cholangitis 808 (10·5%) 87 (5·3%) <0·0001

Primary biliary cholangitis 633 (8·2%) 142 (8·7%) 0·57

Ascites ·· ·· 0·0003

No 3285 (42·8%) 616 (37·6%) ··

Mild 1986 (26·0%) 440 (26·9%) ··

Moderate-to-severe 2411 (31·4%) 582 (35·5%) ··

Urea (mmol/L) 5·10 (3·9–7·1) 6 (4–8) 0·0901

Creatinine (µmol/L) 80·13 (35·04) 84·13 (39·14) <0·0001

RFH-GFR (ml/min) 69·81 (25·04) 66·51 (24·99) <0·0001

International normalised ratio 1·45 (0·44) 1·63 (0·59) <0·0001

Bilirubin (µmol/L) 43·95 (24–87) 53 (27–116) <0·0001

Sodium (mmol/L) 136·24 (4·65) 136·17 (5·04) 0·63

Albumin (g/L)* 31·86 (6·61) 32·26 (6·91) 0·034

MELD 15·03 (5·71) 16·94 (6·94) <0·0001

MELD-Na 17·25 (6·44) 18·90 (7·65) <0·0001

MELD 3·0* 17·15 (6·29) 18·80 (7·59) <0·0001

Primary outcome† 449 (5·8%) 87 (5·3%) 0·40

Data are n (%), median (IQR), or mean (SD). p values were obtained from the following hypothesis contrast tests: χ² for 
frequencies, Student's t-test for continuous variables with normal distribution, and Mann-Whitney U test for 
continuous variables with asymmetric distribution. MELD=Model for End-stage Liver Disease. MELD-Na=MELD 
corrected by serum sodium. NAFLD=non-alcoholic fatty liver disease. RFH-GFR=Royal Free Hospital glomerular 
filtration rate. *Albumin and MELD 3.0 were not available for 549 (7·1%) patients from the derivation cohort. 
†Mortality or delisting due to clinical deterioration within the first 90 days after inclusion in the waiting list. 

Table 1: Descriptive analysis of patients enlisted for liver transplantation stratified into a derivation set 
from the UK Transplant Registry  (2010–20) and an external validation set enlisted in two Australian 
institutions  (1998–2020)
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MELD-Na, and MELD 3.0 scores compared with the 
derivation cohort. Outcomes within the waiting list are 
presented in figure 1. Mortality or delisting due to clinical 
deterioration within the first 90 days after waiting list 
inclusion occurred in 449 (5·8%) of 7682 patients from 
the derivation cohort and in 87 (5·3%) of 1638 patients 
from the external validation cohort (p=0·40).

Baseline differences between men and women were 
evident when the entire study population was analysed 
by sex (appendix p 5). Women had lower serum creatinine 
compared with men (72·89 µmol/L [SD 32·14] vs 
84·62 µmol/L [36·86]; p<0·0001), despite having worse 
renal function as estimated by RFH-GFR (67·20 mL/min 
[25·45] vs 70·19 mL/min [24·82]; p<0·0001). 1165 (38·7%) 
of 3010 women and 2560 (40·6%) of 6310 men had 
undergone transplantation by 90 days (p=0·08). Death or 
delisting due to clinical worsening at 90 days occurred in 
178 (5·9%) of 3010 women and in 358 (5·7%) of 6310 men 
(p=0·64).

The training (n=5762) and internal validation (n=1920) 
cohorts were comparable in terms of clinical 
characteristics and outcomes (appendix p 6). In the 
training cohort, all four variables of the GEMA models 
were independent predictors of mortality or delisting due 
to clinical worsening in the multivariable Cox regression 
analysis: serum bilirubin (hazard ratio [HR] 1·004, 
95% CI 1·004–1·005; p<0·0001), INR (1·619, 
1·405–1·867; p<0·0001), RFH-GFR (HR 0·981, 
0·976–0·986; p<0·0001), and serum sodium (0·925, 
95% CI 0·905–0·945; p<0·0001). Lower and upper 
bounds of each parameter were defined according to the 
splines: serum bilirubin (20–550 µmol/L), INR (1–3), 
RFH-GFR (20–100 mL/min), and serum sodium 
(122–138 mmol/L; appendix p 12). Interactions between 
variables in the GEMA model were discarded as they did 
not provide a meaningful discrimination improvement. 
The equation of the GEMA model according to 

generalised additive multivariable Cox regression was 
expressed as:

GEMA=3·777 × ln(Bilirubin) + 7·883 × ln(INR) – 8·306 ×  
ln(RFH-GFR) + 31·932

The equation of GEMA-Na after including the 
correction by serum sodium was expressed as:

GEMA-Na=GEMA − Na − [0·025 × GEMA × (140 − Na)] + 140

Table 2 show Harrell’s concordance statistics for the 
different models tested. In the training cohort, the 
GEMA model and the GEMA-Na model were better 
predictors of the mortality or delisting due to clinical 
deterioration by 90 days than the MELD and the 
MELD-Na scores, which persisted in the internal 
validation cohort (table 2). The discriminative capacity of 
GEMA-Na was also superior to that obtained from 
MELD 3.0, both in the training cohort and in the internal 
validation cohort (table 2). These results were consistent 
in the external validation cohort. The Harrell’s 
concordance statistics for GEMA and GEMA-Na were 
higher in the subgroup of women than in the overall 
population in all cohorts, with more pronounced 
discriminative benefit compared to the MELD equations 
(table 2). The performance of GEMA and GEMA-Na in 
patients included in the waiting list with hepatic 
insufficiency and according to the cause of liver disease 
is presented in the appendix (p 7). The Brier scores 
obtained from each model across different study cohorts 
are presented in the appendix (p 8). The highest 
accuracies were consistently observed in the GEMA 
models, both in the whole cohort and in women.

The GEMA models were well calibrated, both in the 
internal and external validation cohorts (GEMA: χ² 6·62, 
degrees of freedom (df) 7; p=0·47 for the internal 

MELD MELD-Na MELD 3.0 GEMA GEMA-Na

Hc statistic p value* Hc statistic p value† p value‡

Training 
(overall; n=5762)

0·753 (0·723–0·783) 0·783 (0·755–0·810) 0·770 (0·740–0·800) 0·780 (0·751–0·808) 0·0003 0·796 (0·769–0·823) 0·022 p<0·0001

Training 
(women; n=1955)

0·743 (0·690–0·795) 0·784 (0·739–0·829) 0·766 (0·718–0·815) 0·795 (0·748–0·842) <0·0001 0·821 (0·781–0·860) 0·0007 p<0·0001

Internal validation 
(overall; n=1920)

0·712 (0·656–0·769) 0·742 (0·686–0·797) 0·720 (0·657–0·784) 0·752 (0·700–0·804) 0·0010 0·766 (0·715–0·818) 0·0058 0·0014

Internal validation 
(women; n=623)

0·751 (0·658–0·844) 0·779 (0·688–0·871) 0·763 (0·660–0·867) 0·786 (0·698–0·874) 0·0854 0·802 (0·716–0·888) 0·0866 0·16

External validation 
(overall; n=1638)

0·739 (0·682–0·796) 0·745 (0·690–0·800) 0·749 (0·696–0·802) 0·761 (0·703–0·819) 0·036 0·774 (0·720–0·827) 0·014 0·008

External validation 
(women; n=432)

0·736 (0·628–0·844) 0·714 (0·592–0·835) 0·732 (0·625–0·839) 0·789 (0·686–0·892) 0·0044 0·796 (0·698–0·895) 0·0086 0·0068

Data are Harrell’s concordance index (95% CI), unless otherwise stated. In each dataset, the subgroup of women was analysed separately. In the training and internal validation cohorts, 549 patients  (7·14%) of 
7682 did not have albumin data and were excluded from comparisons between MELD 3.0 and GEMA-Na.*p values for comparing discrimination are shown for GEMA versus MELD. †p values for comparing 
discrimination are shown for GEMA-Na versus MELD-Na. ‡p values for comparing discrimination are shown for GEMA-Na versus MELD 3.0. GEMA=Gender-Equity Model for liver Allocation. GEMA-Na=GEMA 
corrected by serum sodium. MELD=Model for End-stage Liver Disease. MELD-Na=MELD corrected by serum sodium. 

Table 2: Harrell’s concordance statistic for each model in the different cohorts of the study 
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validation cohort and χ² 8·58, df 9; p=0·48 for the 
external validation cohort; GEMA-Na: χ² 14·33, df 9; 
p=0·11 and χ² 12·59, df 9; p=0·18). For MELD, MELD-Na, 
and MELD 3.0, good calibration was observed in the 
external validation cohort (MELD χ² 6·34, df 8; p=0·61, 
MELD-Na χ² 8·96, df 8; p=0·35, and MELD 3.0, χ² 6·72, 
df 6; p=0·35), but there was a weaker calibration in the 
internal validation cohort (MELD χ² 15·56, df 8; p=0·049, 
MELD-Na χ² 25·41, df 9; p=0·003, and MELD 3.0 
χ² 19·05, df 8; p=0·015; figure 2; appendix pp 13–15). As 
there were insufficient numbers of women in either 
validation cohorts to enable meaningful calibration, 
these were combined. GEMA and GEMA-Na and 
MELD-Na and MELD 3.0 were well calibrated, but MELD 
showed poorer calibration (χ² 15·01, df 7; p=0·036; 
appendix pp 16–17).

Re-classification plots in the pooled validation cohort 
are shown in figure 3. The GEMA model resulted in a 
score change of at least 2 points compared with MELD 
in 1878 (52·8%) of 3558 patients (25·0% upgraded and 
27·8% downgraded). The GEMA-Na model resulted in 
a score change of at least 2 points compared with 
MELD-Na in 1836 (51·6%) of 3558 patients 
(32·3% upgraded and 19·3% downgraded). The 

proportion of patients upgraded by the GEMA models 
compared with MELD and MELD-Na was higher among 
women than in the overall population (36·2% for 
GEMA and 41·3% for GEMA-Na; figure 3). Kaplan-
Meier curves showing the cumulative incidence of 
mortality within the waiting list or delisting for sickness 
according to different thresholds of GEMA and GEMA-
Na are shown in the appendix (p 18).

In the whole cohort, 3725 patients received a liver graft 
within 90 days of listing. When MELD and GEMA were 
compared, 586 (15·7%) patients would have been 
differently prioritised. When comparing MELD-Na and 
GEMA-Na, 468 (12·6%) patients would have been 
differently prioritised. Similarly, after excluding 
198 transplanted patients with missing albumin data, 
different prioritisation was observed in 509 (14·4%) of 
3527 patients when MELD 3.0 was compared with 
GEMA-Na. Clinical characteristics of patients differently 
prioritised are shown in the appendix (pp 9–11). Patients 
allocated only by GEMA and GEMA-Na had approximately 
triple the risk of death or delisting for sickness within the 
first 90 days compared with patients allocated only by 
MELD, MELD-Na, and MELD 3.0: GEMA vs MELD 
(OR 3·63, 95% CI 2·02–6·53; p<0·0001); GEMA-Na 

Figure 2: Bar calibration plots of the GEMA, GEMA-Na, MELD, MELD-Na, and MELD 3.0 in the internal validation cohort
The predicted and observed probabilities for the primary outcome are presented. For each model, the cohort was stratified into deciles of risk, which were merged to 
ensure a minimum of two events per group of risk. p values correspond to the Greenwood-Nam-D’Agostino goodness-of-fit test. GEMA=Gender-Equity Model for 
liver Allocation. GEMA-Na=GEMA corrected by serum sodium. MELD=Model for End-stage Liver Disease. MELD-Na=MELD corrected by serum sodium.
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versus MELD-Na (3·26, 1·68–6·34; p=0·0005); and 
GEMA-Na versus MELD 3.0 (3·08, 1·62–5·85; p=0·001). 
Within the first 90 days after inclusion, one in 15 deaths 
could be potentially saved and one life per 259 patients 
included could be saved by using GEMA instead of 
MELD. Using GEMA-Na instead of MELD-Na would 
potentially save one in 21 deaths and could save one life 
per 373 patients included. Using GEMA-Na instead of 
MELD 3.0 would potentially save one in 19 deaths and 
could save one life per 351 patients included. Compared 
with MELD and MELD-Na (appendix pp 9–11), patients 
prioritised only by GEMA and GEMA-Na were more 
often women (293 [50%] of 586 patients vs 175 [29·9%] of 
586 patients, and 239 [51·1%] of 468 patients vs 
135 [28·8%] of 468 patients; p<0·0001 for both 
comparisons) and had increased prevalence of moderate-
to-severe ascites (347 [59·2%] of 586 patients vs 117 [20%] 
of 586 patients, and 248 [53%] of 468 patients vs 
101 [21·6%] of 468 patients; p<0·0001 for both 
comparisons). There were more women among patients 
prioritised by MELD 3.0 than among patients prioritised 
by GEMA-Na (246 [48·3%] of 509 patients vs 179 [35·2%] 
of 509 patients; p<0·0001), but the risk of death or 
delisting due to clinical deterioration was higher in the 
GEMA-Na group (38 [7·5%] of 509 patients vs 13 [2·6%] 

of 509 patients; p=0·0003). In the subgroup of women, 
the effect of using the GEMA models was increased. The 
prevalence of the primary outcome in women prioritised 
only by MELD was 1·1% (two of 175 patients) compared 
with 8·5% (25 of 293 patients) among women prioritised 
only by GEMA, resulting in one in eight deaths potentially 
avoided and one life potentially spared per 131 women 
included. Regarding the models containing serum 
sodium, the prevalence of the primary outcome in 
women prioritised only by MELD-Na was 0% compared 
with 9·6% (23 in 239 patients) among women prioritised 
only by GEMA-Na, resulting in one in eight deaths 
potentially avoided and one life potentially spared per 
131 women included. Finally, the primary outcome 
occurred in two (0·8%) out of 246 women prioritised 
only by MELD 3.0 versus 13 (7·3%) of 179 women 
prioritised only by GEMA-Na, resulting in one in 
14 deaths potentially avoided and one life potentially 
spared per 253 women included.

Discussion 
In this study, we derived and validated the GEMA 
models to rectify sex-based disparities in liver 
transplantation candidates. Our models showed 
improved discrimination and re-classification compared 

(Figure 3 continues on next page)
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with the MELD equations with adequate calibration, and 
these effects were more pronounced in women. We used 
two large cohorts of liver transplantation candidates 
from different countries and organ allocation systems to 
ensure generalisability of our findings. To the best of our 
knowledge, GEMA is the first prioritisation score for 
3-month survival in the transplant waiting list derived 
and validated outside the USA and offers the highest 
improvement in discrimination since the introduction 
of MELD.

The use of the urgency principle for organ allocation 
relies on objective and accurate predictors of mortality 
within the waiting list. The MELD and MELD-Na scores 
are the standard of care for liver allocation and their 
implementation has improved waiting list outcomes,2,18 
but has also created sex-based disparities in accessing 
liver transplantation.8,19,20 The introduction of MELD has 
resulted in a 30% increase in the odds of death of women 
in the transplant waiting list.6 Assuming that women had 
equal access to liver transplantation compared with men, 
the deaths of more than 800 women could have been 
prevented in the past decade in the USA.21 Eliminating 

gender bias in patient selection for liver transplantation 
is therefore a priority.

Renal impairment is an important prognostic factor 
among patients with decompensated cirrhosis, justifying 
its inclusion and weighting within the initial MELD 
formula,22 along with its variants MELD-Na1 and 
UKELD.23 However, serum creatinine is also influenced 
by muscle mass and it is systematically lower in women 
compared with men with similar renal function.19,24 It has 
been estimated that women accrue between one to three 
fewer MELD points from serum creatinine from the 
same glomerular filtration rate compared with men.7 The 
implementation of estimated glomerular filtration rate 
did not improve outcome predictions of MELD in the 
waiting list,25 but two cirrhosis-specific formulas have 
been developed and validated in the past 5 years: the 
glomerular filtration rate assessment in liver disease 
(GRAIL)26 and the RFH-GFR.9 Compared with GRAIL, 
the RFH-GFR did not incorporate race, but considered 
INR, sodium, and presence of moderate-to-severe ascites, 
which are widely recognised markers of more advanced 
liver disease. The replacement of serum creatinine by 

Figure 3: Re-classification plots showing the concordance of GEMA versus MELD (A) and of GEMA-Na versus MELD-Na (B) in the pooled validation cohort (n=3558)
The diagonal line shows coinciding values of compared models. Deviations to the left indicate lower GEMA and GEMA-Na scores compared with MELD and MELD-Na, and deviations to the right 
indicate higher GEMA and GEMA-Na scores compared with MELD and MELD-Na. Numbers in each box are percentages of GEMA or GEMA-Na for a certain (fixed) value of MELD and MELD-Na, 
respectively. GEMA=Gender-Equity Model for liver Allocation. GEMA-Na=GEMA corrected by serum sodium. MELD=Model for End-stage Liver Disease. MELD-Na=MELD corrected by serum sodium.
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GRAIL within the MELD-Na formula (MELD-GRAIL-Na) 
was evaluated within the US Scientific Registry of 
Transplant Recipients.27 The MELD-GRAIL-Na improved 
the predictive ability of MELD-Na (Harrell’s concordance 
statistic 0·83 vs 0·82) and re-classified 16·7% of patients, 
but unfortunately these results were not reproduced 
outside the USA.28 Of note, training and validation 
cohorts were defined according to a different date of 
inclusion within the waiting list (2014 for the training 
cohort and 2015 for the validation cohort), in a period 
strongly influenced by the introduction of direct-acting 
antivirals against hepatitis C, which might have 
introduced bias due to improvements in liver function 
after sustained virological response, potentially resulting 
in delisting.29 Although we could not compare head-to-
head with MELD-GRAIL, our results suggest that GEMA 
could make a greater impact on organ allocation and, 
more importantly, could amend the historical gender 
disparities for accessing liver transplantation.8

Another approach to correct gender disparities for 
accessing liver transplantation would be including sex as 
part of the score. In a study from the US Organ 
Procurement and Transplant Network, female sex and 
serum albumin were added to MELD-Na, without 
replacement of serum creatinine, resulting in the MELD 
3.0 score.12 The discriminative improvement obtained 
with MELD 3.0 was modest (difference in Harrell’s 
concordance statistic 0·007 vs MELD-Na) and most 
patients retained the same score when comparing with 
MELD-Na. Importantly, the calibration of MELD 3.0 was 
not reported and external validation is lacking. In this 
study, the GEMA-Na model had significantly increased 
discrimination capacity compared with MELD 3.0 in 
both cohorts. We also tested the addition of albumin 
within the GEMA models, but it did not result in a 
significant discrimination benefit.

There were more women among patients prioritised 
by MELD 3.0 than among those prioritised by GEMA-Na, 
but the risk of mortality or delisting due to clinical 
worsening was tripled in the women prioritised by 
GEMA-Na. This finding highlights a major limitation of 
MELD 3.0 and other models that add an arbitrary 
number of points for women without replacing serum 
creatinine, which could result in overcorrection of sex 
differences without eliminating creatinine-derived bias.13 
Importantly, MELD 3.0 was not superior to MELD-Na in 
either the UK or the Australian transplant cohort. These 
results shed important doubts on the superiority of 
MELD 3.0 over MELD-Na, particularly as it is under 
consideration for organ allocation in the USA.

The original MELD formula underestimates the risk 
of 90-day mortality in some patients with end-stage liver 
disease.30 To overcome this limitation, MELD-Na 
included serum sodium in the equation but its predictive 
capacity in patients with ascites and other MELD 
exceptions is still suboptimal. Our study enrolled 
patients with MELD exceptions, including patients with 

hepatocellular carcinoma, to mirror the composition of 
the liver transplantation waiting list as accurately as 
possible. A sensitivity analysis showed equivalent 
performance of the models when such patients were 
excluded (appendix p 9). The presence of ascites adds 
relevant information to the MELD-Na formula to predict 
1-year mortality, particularly in patients with lower 
MELD-Na scores.31 The inclusion of ascites as part of 
RFH-GFR is a potential advantage for GEMA as it could 
better capture the interplay between ascites, serum 
sodium, and renal function, which is paramount for the 
prognosis of patients with end-stage liver disease.

GEMA-Na had the highest discrimination benefit over 
the current standard. Indeed, when GEMA-Na is 
compared with MELD-Na, the difference in Harrell’s 
concordance statistics was 0·024 in the UK cohort and 
0·029 in the Australian cohort. To contextualise these 
data, MELD 3.0 had a difference in Harrell’s concordance 
statistic of 0·007 compared with MELD-Na,12 and the 
original validation study of MELD-Na showed a 
difference in Harrell’s concordance statistic of 0·018 
compared with MELD.1 The implementation of GEMA 
in different countries and transplant systems will require 
local evaluation and validation. It will also require the 
recording of readily available parameters, which might 
not be routinely captured to date, such as urea blood 
levels and the presence of moderate-to-severe ascites. To 
ease this process, an online calculator of GEMA has 
been made available. The calculator allows the user to 
input either urea or blood urea nitrogen as per local 
practice, making transformations automatically. A 
potential barrier for the implementation of GEMA could 
be the need of recording ascites and the perception of 
subjectivity in the evaluation, which could be addressed 
by combining physical examination with imaging 
techniques such as ultrasound or CT, as recommended 
every 3 months for portal vein thrombosis screening 
while the patient is on the waiting list.32

This study has inherent limitations. The inclusion of 
patients enlisted for hepatocellular carcinoma could have 
negatively affected the accuracy of predictions in all 
models, particularly in the low-score strata of patients. 
Unlike previous models, the calculation of the GEMA 
models requires evaluation of the presence of ascites by 
physical examination, which could be influenced by using 
diuretics. The combination of physical examination with 
imaging techniques routinely performed in patients 
waiting for liver transplantation would minimise 
subjectivity in evaluating ascites. Height information was 
not available to determine if it could have added to the 
GEMA models. The reclassification analysis does not 
mirror the true complexity of organ allocation and potential 
lives saved are only indicative. The external validation 
cohort had a limited sample size and a long recruitment 
period, leaving the cohort open to the effects of changes in 
management. Finally, it is unclear how variations of the 
GEMA scores over time would affect outcomes.

For the online GEMA calculator 
see http://gema-transplant.com

http://gema-transplant.com
http://gema-transplant.com
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In conclusion, the replacement of serum creatinine by 
RFH-GFR in the original MELD-Na formula with a 
subsequent re-fitting and re-weighting of the model 
components, results in more accurate predictions of 
mortality or delisting due to clinical deterioration within 
the first 90 days in patients awaiting liver transplantation. 
The accuracy of the GEMA models was highest among 
women, suggesting that their implementation in clinical 
practice could obviate current gender inequities for 
accessing liver transplantation.
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